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Abstract
For accelerator based experiments in particle physics a precise knowledge of
the beam energy is often essential. A good knowledge of the energy is equally
important for the understanding of accelerator physics. Many methods for
measuring the beam energy have been developed over the years. Typical rel-
ative uncertainties are of the order of 10−4. The highest precision is obtained
from resonant depolarization which is up to two orders of magnitude more
precise. The characteristics and performance of different methods will be dis-
cussed in detail. The example of the energy calibration of the LEP collider will
be used to illustrate the effect of environmental inuences on the beam energy.
1 Introduction
Precision measurements in high-energy, nuclear, and accelerator physics are vital for the continuous
progress in these elds of science. For accelerator based experiments in particular, this often means that
the precise knowledge of the beam energy is essential. Some examples are the precise determination
of the Z or W boson masses, the characterization of insertion devices, or the study of resonances in
nuclear physics in an ‘ion beam on xed target’ conguration. Assuming, for example, that the only
invisible decays of the Z boson are to neutrinos coupling according to Standard Model expectations, the
number of light neutrino generations, Nν , can be determined from the partial decay width into neutrinos.
Both the peak cross-section of hadronic decays of the Z and the width of the resonance have a strong
dependence on Nν as illustrated in Fig. 1.
Fig. 1: Measurements of the hadron production cross-section around the Z resonance. The curves indicate the
predicted cross-section for two, three, and four neutrino species with Standard Model couplings and negligible
mass [1].
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A precise knowledge of the beam energy is extremely important in order to achieve the highest
possible accuracy of the derived parameters. For example, one nds Nν = (2.9840 ± 0.0082) according
to Ref. [1]. This allows one to set tight limits on contributions to the invisible decay width from sources
other than the three known light neutrino species. Another example for the importance of a precise beam
energy calibration from elementary particle physics is the measurement of the W boson mass. Here the
relative error on the beam energy translates into the same uncertainty on the measured mW since the
beam energy is used as a kinematic constraint to improve the mass resolution.
A good knowledge of the beam energy is also important for the characterization of insertion
devices like undulators used in synchrotron light sources. The energy of the photons emitted on the
rst harmonic of radiation by such devices can be written in practical units as [2]
²γ [eV] = 950 · E
2
0 [GeV2]
λp[cm](1 + 1/2 K2)
, (1)
where λp is the period length of the undulator, E0 the electron beam energy, and K the wiggler strength
parameter. Since the photon energy increases as the square of the electron beam energy, a relative
uncertainty of the beam energy of 1% translates into a 2% uncertainty on the photon energy.
In accelerator physics, the energy or rather the momentum of the particles enters in many para-
meters. The momentum compaction factor, for example, is dened as the scaling of the orbit with
momentum change. The orbit length can be derived with high precision from measurements of the re-
volution frequency for ultra-relativistic particles. Using a direct measurement of the beam energy like
resonant depolarization yields the momentum compaction factor with a precision of the order of a per
cent. Beam based optics determinations are also dependent on the particle energy. Typically, the optics
is characterized by its quadrupole gradients normalized to the beam momentum. A gradient calculated
from measurements of the magnetic eld as a function of current in the coils can only be accurate if the
assumed beam momentum is correct. A determination of the normalized quadrupole gradients, for ex-
ample, based on a measurement of the orbit response matrix will show systematic shifts of all gradients
if the beam energy is off. Figure 2 shows an example of such a measurement done in the ANKA storage
ring in comparison with gradients calculated for two different energies, the nominal one (2.500 GeV)
and a lower energy (2.477 GeV). The latter was adjusted to best t the data. The energy can therefore
even be extracted from an optics measurement.
In principle, every variable sensitive to the beam energy can be used for an energy calibration,
although not all parameters are equally suited. There are several main categories of methods used for
beam energy measurements. The best known method for determining the momentum of a particle is
probably by measuring the angle of deection in a magnetic eld. Spectrometers making use of this
effect are widely used also in high-energy, nuclear, and atomic physics. Relative energy resolutions
are of the order of 10−4. The use of particle physics processes proper to extract the beam energy, on
the other hand, is used mostly as a cross-check on other methods. The energy of a particle emitting
synchrotron radiation can be estimated form the emitted photons. Alternatively it is possible to measure
the energy of a laser photon after collision with a particle beam and thus to calculate back to the particle
energy. Typical relative energy uncertainties of these photon-based methods are of the order of 10−3 to
10−4. The momentum of charged particles in a ring can also be established by measuring the revolution
frequency for two particle types with different charge-to-mass ratio, such as (e+, p) or (p, Pb53+), under
identical machine conditions. Relative uncertainties of the order of 10−4 have been observed. The
highest precision in energy measurements in electron storage rings has been achieved using the method
of resonant electron spin depolarization. The intrinsic relative uncertainty obtained in this way can be
better than 10−5. For particles subject to the emission of synchrotron radiation, the energy loss caused by
the emission of photons of course also provides a way to extract the particle energy indirectly and with a
resolution of the order of 10−4. In the following, each of the different methods and their characteristics,
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Fig. 2: Normalized quadrupole gradients for five quadrupole families in a storage ring. Gradients derived from
magnetic measurements are shown for the nominal beam energy of 2.500 GeV and a lower beam energy of
2.477 GeV. Also shown are the true gradients obtained from independent beam-based measurements (using the
program LOCO [3]). The error bar represents the scatter of the gradients within one family. The measurements
show a systematic shift with respect to the expectations for the nominal beam energy, clearly preferring a lower
energy [4].
2 Beam energy determination using spectrometers
One of the most intuitive ways to determine the beam energy is to use a spectrometer. Spectrometers
measure the particle momentum by precisely determining the angle of deection in a dipole magnetic
eld. The angle of deection is proportional to the integral over the eld seen by the particle during its





This implies a very good knowledge of the beam position at the entrance and exit of the analysing magnet.
The precision of the position measurement should be of the order of 1 µm. Also, the magnetic eld must
be determined with a relative precision of 10−5 or better.
Spectrometers for accelerator beam measurements can be built in the form of single-pass systems
or be included in a ring geometry. In single-pass systems, the beam position at the exit of the analysing
magnet can be done with a position-sensitive detector. If necessary, an attenuation has to be included to
protect the detector. In a storage ring spectrometer there is no beam stop behind the magnet. The position
measurement there has to be carried out by non-invasive beam position monitors (BPMs) following the
deection.
An example for a storage ring spectrometer is the LEP spectrometer used for energy determination
in the LEP2 phase. Figure 3 shows the layout of the LEP spectrometer. A dipole with a magnetic eld
known with a relative precision ∆B/B of the order of 10−5 after extensive measurement campaigns
is anked on each side by three beam position monitors. The three position readings on each side are
then used to obtain the angle of deection. Each beam position monitor is protected against synchrotron
radiation from nearby dipoles by water-cooled copper absorbers. In addition, the pickup positions are
monitored with a stretched-wire system to provide a reference against ground-driven or thermal-driven
motion of the BPM blocks. A BPM station with copper absorbers and wire position system is shown
3







Fig. 3: Layout of the LEP magnetic spectrometer. A laminated-steel dipole magnet equipped with reference
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) probes is flanked by three Beam Position Monitor (BPM) stations on each
side to provide reconstruction of the bending angle. Each BPM is protected against synchrotron radiation from
nearby dipoles by water-cooled copper absorbers. A triple wire-positioning system provides a relative reference




Fig. 4: Drawing and photograph of a LEP spectrometer BPM station. The photograph was taken during a vacuum
test and does not show the final installation.
in Fig. 4. The photograph was taken during a vacuum test and does not show the nal installation in
the LEP tunnel. The resulting accuracy of the beam position measurement in the LEP spectrometer was
1 µm. Taking into account systematic effects (like inuences of the local magnetic eld of the Earth and
elds generated by close-by power lines) the nal relative energy uncertainty ∆E/E achieved with the
LEP spectrometer was of the order of 10−4.
3 Beam energy from particle physics processes
The sensitivity of particle physics processes to the initial centre-of-mass energy makes it possible to
extract an estimate for the beam energy. One example for this is the analysis of the so-called ‘radiative
returns to the Z’. At e+e− colliders, such radiative return processes occur for centre-of-mass energies
above the Z boson production threshold. The processes under study are of the type e+e− → Zγ where
the Z then decays into a fermionanti-fermion pair: Z → f f¯ . The fermion f can be a quark, an electron,
a muon, or a τ -lepton. Since the Z boson mass is very precisely known from LEP I, the kinematic
properties of the radiative return events can be used to estimate the beam energy. For hadronic events,
information from jet energies and direction is used; for leptonic events, the angular information is used.
Distributions of the fermion-pair invariant masses in the different channels are displayed in Fig. 5 for
a measurement of the OPAL experiment [6]. The Z peak around 91 GeV is clearly visible in all four
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Fig. 5: Distributions of fermion-pair invariant mass
√
s′ for (a) hadronic and (b)–(d) leptonic events before ap-
plying cuts on photon radiation. Data with centre-of-mass energies between 183 GeV and 209 GeV have been
combined. Full-energy events from data-taking at different centre-of-mass energies are responsible for the mul-
tiple peaks observed at high
√
s′. The corresponding Monte Carlo expectation is also shown, normalized to the
integrated luminosity of the data. The Monte Carlo samples are not generated at exactly the same energies as the
data, which together with binning effects explains the visible differences in structure for full-energy events. (The
poorer resolution for tau-pair events washes out this effect.) For electrons, the radiative return peak is dwarfed by
the contribution from t-channel full-energy events. From Ref. [6]
.
4 Beam energy from photon based methods
Measurements of the beam energy using photons employs a precise determination of the photon energy.
The photon can either be one emitted by an accelerated charged particle, e.g., an electron forced on a
circular orbit in a storage ring, or a laser photon scattered on the beam particle. Both cases will be
addressed in the following.
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Fig. 6: Synchrotron radiation spectrum showing the relative power as a function of the ratio of photon frequency
to critical frequency
4.1 Using the synchrotron radiation spectrum
The spectrum of synchrotron radiation emitted by relativistic electrons in a bending magnet has a strong
dependence on the beam energy. Figure 6 shows the relative synchrotron radiation power as a function
of the photon frequency in units of the critical frequency ωc. The critical energy of the photons is related
to the critical frequency by ²c = ~ωc. The critical energy, dividing the power spectrum exactly into two
halves, can be written in practical units as [2]
²c [eV] = 665 E20 [GeV2] B [T] . (3)
In order to extract the beam energy it is therefore only necessary to determine the critical photon energy
from the measured synchrotron radiation spectrum and to measure the magnetic eld of the deecting
magnet. An example for the application of the described method is the energy determination of BESSY I
(see Ref. [7]). The photon ux spectral distribution is measured with a semiconductor detector by ap-
plying absorbers (e.g., made from Al) of various thicknesses in the range of a few mm. The different
distributions in the top plot of Fig. 7 represent the results for different absorber thicknesses. Correcting
for transmittance of the absorbers and quantum detection efciency of the detector allows one to recon-
struct the synchrotron radiation spectrum (lower part of Fig. 7). The critical photon energy then follows
from a t according to Nγ ∝ e−²/²c which represents the high-energy behaviour of the photon spectrum
(see also Fig. 6). Once the critical energy is known, the beam energy follows from Eq. (3) for a known
eld integral. Uncertainties of the photon ux measurement arise, for example, from the photon detector
calibration and setup and of course from the photon statistics (since the count rates at the high-energy
end of the spectrum are rather low). Owing to the exponential decrease of the spectral photon ux with
photon energy, the relative uncertainties of ux and critical photon energy are related by
∆Nγ/Nγ = (²/²c)(∆²c/²c) . (4)
Also of importance is the accuracy of the magnetic eld measurement. The nal overall uncertainty of




Fig. 7: Top: Spectral distribution of the photon flux of BESSY (E0 = 854 MeV) behind Al filters of indicated
thickness (in mm) as measured with a Si(Li) detector. Bottom: Spectral photon flux of BESSY derived from the
spectra in the top, normalized to an electron current of 1 mA and integrated over 1000 s. The solid line represents
a calculation for a characteristic photon energyEc = 769.6 eV [7].
4.2 Compton backscattering
Another way to determine the electron beam energy by measuring the photon energy is to use Compton
backscattering. Laser photons of the known energy ²1 scatter with electrons of the energy E0. According
to relativistic kinematics, the photon energy after scattering ²2 can be expressed as
²2 = ²1
1− β cosφ
1− β cos θ + ²1(1− cos(θ − φ))/E0 (5)
where φ is the angle between the electron direction of motion and the incoming photon and θ the angle
between electron direction and scattered photon. The interaction geometry is explained in Fig. 8. Here
β = v/c is the electron velocity relative to the speed of light. For head-on collisions (φ = pi) and an
observation in the direction of the electron beam (θ = 0), the maximum energy of the scattered photon
7






Fig. 8: Diagram showing the interaction geometry for a beam energy determination using Compton backscattering.













Fig. 9: Left: Measured spectra without (a) and with (b) laser switched on. The 60Co calibration lines are recorded
simultaneously. Graph (c) shows the spectrum (b) after subtraction of background spectrum (a) [8].
Right: Close-up of the spectrum of Fig. 9 (c) around the edge at maximum energy of the scattered photons. The
solid line shows a fit to the spectrum assuming a Gaussian energy spread, the dotted line illustrates the theoretical
line shape in the absence of finite detector resolution and electron energy spread [8].
is given by
²max2 = ²1 4γ
2 1
1 + 4γ²1/(mec2)
≈ ²1 4γ2, (6)
with γ = E/(mec2) the relativistic factor and me the electron rest mass. The maximum photon en-
ergy ²max2 can be established from the end of the observed photon spectrum. The energy spectrum
of the scattered photons is measured with an energy-calibrated detector (e.g., high-purity germanium
detector). The relative uncertainty on the electron energy follows directly from Eq. (6): ∆E/E =
0.5 ∆²max2 /²
max
2 . The left-hand plot of Fig. 9 shows spectra of Compton backscattered photons in an ex-
periment at BESSY I [8]. The top plot shows the background spectrum measured with the laser switched
off, the middle plot is the corresponding spectrum with laser on. The calibration lines from a 60Co
source are clearly identiable. Finally, the bottom plot shows the background subtracted spectrum. The
end of the spectrum and accordingly ²max2 are clearly visible. A closer look at the end point of the
spectrum is shown in the right-hand plot of Fig. 9. A typical energy extracted from this example is




Since the scattering process essentially involves a single photon and a single electron at a time,
the exact shape of the spectral edge depends on the energy spread of the electrons. An analysis of the
shape of the high-energy edge can therefore be used to estimate the energy spread. However, many
systematic effects inuence the shape, and the deconvolution of the different contributions is difcult.
The resolution of the energy spread determination using a t to the high-energy edge of the spectrum of
backscattered photons is of the order of 10%. The right-hand plot of Fig. 9 shows a t to the measured
data taking into account the smearing due to nite detector resolution and beam energy spread and the
theoretical shape of the edge without these effects.
5 Beam energy from measurements of the central frequency
The energy of charged particles circulating through the centre of all magnets in a storage ring can be
determined in an elegant way by a precise measurement of the revolution frequencies of different particle
types with different charge-over-mass ratio, and therefore different speed and revolution frequency, that
are injected into the same magnetic machine. Such a technique was used very successfully at LEP with
protons and positrons [9] and in the SPS with protons and lead ions (Pb53+) [10].
The momentum is determined from the central RF frequency when the beam is on average centred
in the quadrupoles. The central frequency is established as the frequency for which the transverse tune
does not depend on the chromaticity setting, thus corresponding to a centring in the sextupoles rather than
in the quadrupoles, but for sufciently large numbers of magnets and correct alignment the assumption of
an overall central passage seems reasonable. Systematic uncertainties arising from misalignments can be
investigated by comparing results of the central frequency measurements for the horizontal and vertical
plane. The speed of particles relative to c can be written as a function of revolution frequency frev or the











where C is the machine circumference, c the speed of light, E =
√
(m0c2)2 + (pc)2 the total beam
energy, and h the harmonic number of the RF system. In the following it is assumed that the lighter
particle is a proton and the heavier one an ion as is the case for the SPS energy calibration. An ion beam
of charge Z , injected into the same magnetic machine and on the same orbit as the proton beam, has a Z
times the proton momentum: pi = Zp. The two expressions for the velocities of proton and ion can be
solved for the proton momentum:
p = mpc












where mp andmi stand for the proton and ion rest masses, respectively, and Rβ = βi/βp = fRF,i/fRF,p.

















For high energies, where both βi and βp are close to 1, the frequency difference vanishes, making a
momentum determination extremely difcult. This is also obvious from the 1/p2 dependence of the
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Fig. 10: Tune dependence on RF frequency for different settings of the machine chromaticity for proton (top) and
Pb53+ beams (bottom) at a proton equivalent momentum of 450 GeV/c. The RF frequency (and its error) that
corresponds to the crossing of the lines is indicated for each measurement set (horizontal, Q ≈ 0.18, and vertical,
Q ≈ 0.14) [10].
since other contributions like the uncertainties due to the particle masses are small. From Eq. (9) and
Eq. (10) it is clear that the ratio mi/Zmp needs to be maximized to improve the resolution of the mo-
mentum determination. For Pb53+, this term amounts to about 4, in comparison to a value of about 2.5
for Pb82+. A lower charge state is clearly preferred.
Figure 10 shows the measurements of the horizontal and vertical tunes in the SPS machine as
a function of the RF frequency used for the determination of the central frequency. In the top plot,
measurements for protons are shown, in the lower plot, the measurements for lead ions. Each set of
measurements for a given chromaticity setting is tted by a straight line. The crossing point of all lines




and vertical planes are an indication for the size of the alignment errors between sextupole families. The
measured values have to be corrected for shifts due to tidal deformations of the ring. Tidal effects will be
discussed at a later stage in this article. The uncertainties due to tidal corrections and difference between
measurements in the two planes enters in the nal momentum error. The energy of the SPS deduced
from the measurements described in Ref. [10] is found to be E0 = 449.16 ± 0.14 GeV, corresponding
to a relative uncertainty of the order of 10−4.
6 Beam energy from measurements of the energy loss
In principle, every variable sensitive to the beam energy can be used for an energy calibration, although
not all parameters are equally suited. The sensitivity to the beam energy must be sufciently strong
and the uncertainties of corrections and auxiliary parameters should not limit the overall resolution. For
particles subject to the emission of synchrotron radiation, the energy loss caused by the emission of










with the classical particle radius rc = Z2/(4piε0 mc2), the average bending radius ρ, and the beam
energy E0. The energy loss increases with the fourth power of the beam energy. A measurement of
the energy loss should therefore have a very high sensitivity to the beam energy especially at high beam
energies. Table 1 gives some examples of the energy per turn in different storage rings. Owing to the
high beam energy, the energy loss per turn and particle in the LEP ring for a beam energy of 94.5 GeV
exceeds 2.5 GeV. Quantities that depend on the energy loss and can therefore be used to derive it are, for
example, the radiation damping time, the horizontal orbit displacement in regions with nite dispersion
(‘energy sawtooth’), and the synchrotron tune.
Table 1: Energy loss per turn in accelerators with different circumference and beam energy
Accelerator Circumference [m] Energy [GeV] U0 [MeV]
ANKA 110 2.5 0.6
ESRF 844 6.0 4.9
LEP 26700 94.5 2576
6.1 Synchrotron radiation damping
Synchrotron radiation damping is caused by the energy loss from the emission of synchrotron radiation
photons in the direction of motion of the emitting particle and subsequent longitudinal energy gain by
acceleration in the RF system. This leads to an effective damping of the transverse momentum compon-
ent of the particle that depends on the (average) energy loss per turn. A way to determine the energy loss
is therefore to observe the damping of transverse beam oscillations following an excitation by a single
kick. Since only the motion of the beam centroid can be observed, inuences from phase space effects
like lamentation or Landau damping, for example, have to be carefully considered. In the absence of
other effects that can also inuence the centroid motion, the coherent damping rate for beam oscillations
in an electron machine following an excitation by a single kick can be expressed as a sum of the damping
rates due to synchrotron radiation and headtail damping:
1/τcoh = 1/τ0 + 1/τhead–tail (12)
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Fig. 11: Horizontal centre-of-charge position at one beam position monitor in the LEP ring for one thousand
consecutive revolutions for different bunch currents. The damping rate (inverse of the damping time) is clearly
proportional to the bunch current.
with the r.m.s. bunch length σS , the chromaticity Q′, and the bunch current Ib. The radiation damping








Jx ∝ E30 (14)
where Jx is the horizontal damping partition number. Since U0 ∝ E40 the radiation damping rate effect-
ively scales with the third power of the beam energy.
For the following example of the coherent damping study at LEP II, the damping rate according
to Eq. (12) was sufcient to describe the observations. Figure 11 shows the horizontal centre-of-charge
position at one beam position monitor in the LEP ring for one thousand consecutive revolutions for
different bunch currents. The moment where the excitation happens is clearly visible. As indicated in
Eq. (13), the damping rate depends on the bunch current. The contribution from radiation damping,
however, remains constant since the machine conditions, i.e., the beam energy, were not altered. The
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Fig. 12: Measurement done at LEP showing the damping rate (inverse of the damping time) as a function of the
bunch current for different chromaticities
envelope function that marks the damping rate. The LEP data could be described perfectly by a function
of the type



















where t is the turn number, A0 the value of the amplitude at t = 0, x0 the horizontal position offset at that
pickup, ϕ a phase offset, αq an effective detuning coefcient which includes a normalization to the local
β-function, and Q0 the unperturbed horizontal tune. The dependence of the frequency of the oscillation
on the square of the amplitude is due to the nonlinear nature of the sextupole elds. This kind of analysis
can also be used to study the detuning with amplitude of the machine.
Plotting the damping rate against the current in the bunch allows one to identify the radiation
damping rate as the current-independent offset. This procedure is repeated for several settings of the
machine chromaticity to get an estimate on the systematic uncertainties of the method. Several datasets
for chromaticities of opposite sign are displayed in Fig. 12. The change of sign in the slope of the
damping rate as a function of current due to the chromaticity is clearly visible. According to Eq. (13),
the energy loss U0 can be extracted from the damping rate. A comparison to a prediction of the MAD
program [11] is used to evaluate the energy loss from the measurements of the radiation damping rate(






. To make a correct prediction, the actual central frequency and shifts due to
tidal deformations of the ring have to be taken into account. The frequency shift can be translated into a
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Fig. 13: Measurements of the coherent synchrotron tune at LEP as a function of total RF voltage. Data sets for
several beam energies are shown. The lower energy data sets are cross-calibrated with other methods of energy
determinations, the high-energy data set is used to extrapolate [12].
shift of the horizontal damping partition number, with dJx/dfRF determined from MAD. The changes in
damping partition number for the measurements discussed in this example are of the order of 7%. The
uncertainty of the central frequency measurement of 1 Hz is a major contribution to the total uncertainty
of this method to determine the energy loss. This leads to a nal uncertainty on the beam energy of the
order of 1%. Even though the method yields results that are in good agreement with model calculations
and other methods, it is not sufciently accurate for a precise energy calibration. The possibilities of
other analyses offered by the method, however, are intriguing.
6.2 Synchrotron tune and RF voltage
Another parameter that depends on the energy loss due to synchrotron radiation and can therefore be






e2 V 2RF − U20 , (16)
where αc is the momentum compaction factor, VRF the total RF voltage, and h the harmonic number.
Especially at the limit of low RF voltages the synchrotron tune is therefore sensitive to the energy.
Measurements of the coherent synchrotron tune at LEP as a function of total RF voltage are displayed in
Fig. 13. Data sets for several beam energies are shown. Looking more closely at the energy loss entering
the synchrotron tune, one nds that there are additional contributions from synchrotron radiation losses in
quadrupoles and energy loss due to the machine impedance. The latter is represented by the longitudinal
loss factor. A further modication of Eq. (16) is due to the inuence of the distribution of RF cavities
in the machine. A term scaling with the fourth power of the RF voltage takes care of this difference
to the analytical model. The full analysis is described in Ref. [12]. A more complete description of the





















where the voltage calibration factor g takes care of RF voltage calibration and phasing errors, M is
a weight factor assigned to accommodate effects from the RF distribution around the ring, αc is the
momentum compaction factor, and Cγ Sand’s synchrotron radiation constant. The parameter K sums up
the additional energy losses form sources other than the ring dipoles and Ec = E(1−∆fRF/(αcfRF)) is
the energy corrected for differences between the central frequency and the actual RF frequency.
As indicated in Eq. (17), Q4s has a E6 dependence on energy and therefore an intrinsically high
sensitivity. However, many variables enter the analysis, all of which have uncertainties or are only known
to a certain precision. This of course limits the accuracy of the energy measurement. To improve resolu-
tion of the energy determination using this method, datasets with all machine parameters except the beam
energy kept constant can be cross-calibrated with other beam energy measurements like resonant depol-
arization. The knowledge of the beam energy allows one to constrain the other input parameters which
can afterwards be used in an energy measurement for a different beam energy setting. This procedure is
hinted at in Fig. 13 where low-energy datasets were used to calibrate the input parameters. The energy
measurement was then performed on the high-energy dataset. For LEP II, where resonant depolarization
could not be used above beam energies of 60 GeV, this extrapolation method produced a value for the
beam energy with a resolution of the order of 10−4.
7 Beam energy from resonant depolarization
The highest precision in energy measurements in e± storage rings has been achieved using the method
of resonant spin depolarization. The high intrinsic precision with relative errors of 10−5 to 10−6 is due
to the fact that this method is in essence a frequency determination. The frequency to be measured is
the frequency of spin precession in the bending eld and is proportional to the energy. The radiative
polarization of electrons that is a prerequisite of this technique is described in detail in Ref. [13] where
an historical summary is also given. Resonant depolarization as a means for energy calibration is treated
at length in Ref. [14]. The method has been in use in many accelerators around the world since the early
1970s.
7.1 Transverse electron spin polarization
The quantum nature of synchrotron radiation leads to the build-up of transverse polarization in e± storage
rings as rst described by Sokolov and Ternov [15]. The spin-ip probability due to the emission of
synchrotron radiation is very small but has an asymmetry favouring the orientation of the magnetic
moment corresponding to the lowest energy in the vertical magnetic eld of the bending magnets. The
maximum achievable level of transverse polarization for an ideal storage ring is given by the size of the
asymmetry term and amounts to 8/5
√
3 ≈ 92.4%. Initially the polarization level increases exponentially




















where m0 is the electron rest mass, α ≈ 1/137 is the ne structure constant, R = C/2pi the geometrical
radius of the ring, and ρ the bending radius. For a beam energy of 46 GeV the build-up time for polar-
ization at LEP is 310 minutes. For the ANKA ring with an energy of 2.5 GeV, the polarization build-up
takes about 10 minutes (for ring parameters see Table 1). The left-hand part of Fig. 14 shows an example
of a polarization build-up at LEP.
The motion of the spin vector ~s of a relativistic electron in the presence of electric and magnetic
elds ~E and ~B is described by the ThomasBMT (Bargmann, Michel, Telegdi) equation [18, 19]:
d~s
dt
= ~ΩBMT × ~s . (19)
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Fig. 14: Left: Example of a polarization build-up at LEP. The solid curve shows a fit to the polarization rise-time
with a corresponding asymptotic polarization level of Pasymptot. = (11.5 ± 0.3)%. More details can be found
in Ref. [16]. Right: Maximum observed polarization level at LEP as a function of the beam energy [17].
The spin precession frequency ~ΩBMT can be written as
~ΩBMT = − e
γm0
[











as function of the components of the magnetic eld perpendicular and parallel to the velocity ~βc of the
particle ~B⊥ and ~B‖ and the plane created by velocity and the electrical eld. The factor a is given by
a = (ge − 2)/2 = 0.0011596521811(7) [20]. The number of spin oscillations per revolution averaged
over all particles is dened as the spin tune
ν = a γ . (21)
The spin tune is therefore directly proportional to the beam energy E0.
In a real accelerator depolarizing resonances reduce the maximum polarization level. In addition,
the build up of transverse polarization at LEP during regular physics runs is prevented by effects due
to beambeam interaction. For high energies the maximum polarization level is further reduced by
a large energy spread and strong synchrotron spin resonances. The right-hand plot of Fig. 14 shows
how the maximum observed polarization level at LEP decreases with the beam energy. No signicant
polarization was seen above 60 GeV.
7.1.1 Polarimeters
There are several ways to determine the level of polarization or to monitor changes in it. One of the
rst techniques to be applied is based on the polarization dependence of the cross-section for Touschek
scattering (the intrabeam electronelectron scattering process where one electron of the pair acquires
too much energy whereas the other one loses energy, such that both particles are lost). This method is
straightforward to set up. A beam loss monitor, i.e., a scintillator or Pb glass detector needs to be placed
in a region sensitive to Touschek losses (e.g., low β-function followed by large horizontal dispersion).
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Fig. 15: Layout of the LEP laser polarimeter
vacuum chamber to identify the Touschek pairs with high resolution. However, in most cases a single
counter is sufcient to detect a change in Touschek cross-section. Touschek polarimetry works even for
machines where the beam lifetime is not limited by the Touschek effect.
Another approach for measuring the polarimetry of high-energy electrons is Möller scattering from
thin foils of magnetized iron. One of the most widely used techniques, however, is Compton scattering
of polarized laser photons on the stored electron or positron beam. Figure 15 shows the layout of the
LEP laser polarimeter as an example. Here, circular polarized laser light collides with the beam. The
532 nm wavelength laser pulses of a frequency doubled Nd-Yag laser operated close to 100 Hz are
scattered under a small angle (3 mrad) on the particle bunches. Laser and beam polarization determine
the distribution of the back-scattered photons. A calorimeter made of silicon strips and tungsten plates
located about 300 m downstream of the collision point detects the vertical prole of this distribution. By
ipping the circular polarization of the laser beam the centre-of-gravity position of the showers induced
by the backscattered photons is shifted proportionally to the polarization level of the beam.
7.2 Resonant depolarization
The relation between spin tune and beam energy can be used to determine the average energy of a
transversely polarized beam. To measure the spin precession frequency, an RF magnet with a eld per-
pendicular to the bending eld rotates the spins by small amounts. For a certain phase relation between
the kicks of the magnet and the spin tune, the small spin rotations add up coherently from turn to turn
and the polarization is destroyed. This principle is illustrated in Fig. 16. The resonance condition for
spin rotations is
fdep = (k ± [ν]) · frev , (22)
where frev is the revolution frequency and k an integer. The non-integer part of the spin tune is repres-
ented by [ν]. To determine the spin tune, the frequency of the RF magnet kicks is slowly varied with
time over a given frequency range. If a depolarization occurs during such a scan, spin tune and beam
energy can be determined from the corresponding frequency bin. This method is usually referred to as
‘energy calibration by resonant depolarization’ (RDP). The plots of Fig. 17 show such depolarization
scans for the VEPP-4M and ANKA machines. In both examples, Touschek polarimetry was employed.
The change of rate that marks the depolarization frequency and therefore the beam energy is clearly
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Fig. 16: Resonance condition between the nominal spin precession with [ν] = 0.5 and the radial perturbation
∫
bxl
from the RF magnet. In an ideal storage ring the polarization vector is initially along the vertical direction. After
being tilted, ~P precesses with ν about its initial direction. If the perturbation is in phase with the nominal spin
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Fig. 17: Example of resonant depolarization scans using Touschek polarimetry. Left: The ratio of counting rates
of scattered electrons from polarized and unpolarized bunches during a depolarization scan [22]. The statistical
error for the beam energy is 0.7 keV (about 10−6 in relative accuracy). The curve is a fit. See also Ref. [23] for
more information on energy measurements at VEPP-4M. Right: Depolarization scans on the beam energy and on
a synchrotron sideband. More details on these measurements can be found in Refs. [24, 25].
visible. The steepness of the jump underlines the extremely high intrinsic energy resolution of resonant
depolarization.
Resonant depolarization occurs not only on the spin tune proper but also on sidebands of the spin
tune (e.g., a synchrotron sideband). The right-hand plot of Fig. 17 shows two depolarizations, one on
the energy and one on a synchrotron frequency sideband of the spin tune. In order to make sure that the
observed depolarization is really due to the energy proper and not to a sideband, it is usually advisable to
run cross-check measurements with a different RF voltage. Since this changes Qs according to Eq. (16),
a change in the jump position would indicate a depolarization on a sideband.
Depolarization is essentially a single-particle process. As with Compton backscattering, there is
a convolution with the beam energy spread that smears out the edge. Depolarization on the synchrotron
sideband therefore is sensitive to the incoherent rather than the coherent synchrotron tune. This is an





8 Showcase: energy calibration of LEP
Precision measurements have the side effect of bringing into view many inuences on the main parameter
under study that would otherwise have stayed hidden. The energy calibration of LEP as a precision
measurement is a nice example for the application of the resonant depolarization technique discussed
above in combination with other methods and cross-checks. In the following, some of the highlights of
LEP energy calibration will be discussed showing how precision measurements can reveal effects that
had not been thought of before. The LEP energy model used to describe the day-to-day behaviour of the
beam energy will be briey reviewed without going into the detail of all contributing terms.
8.1 Tidal effects
The particles circulating in LEP were ultra-relativistic, meaning that the electron rest mass can be neg-
lected, i.e., p ≈ E, and that their velocity is practically constant. The beam revolution frequency and the
length of the orbit are therefore dened by the frequency of the RF system. A change in circumference
∆C causes the beam to move on average off-centre of the accelerator axis. Since the beam energy for





ds B(s) , (23)
this means an additional contribution to the integrated bending eld as the eld of the quadrupole magnets











fRF − f cRF
f cRF
, (24)
where αc is the momentum compaction factor, fRF the actual frequency of the RF system, and f cRF the
‘central frequency’ corresponding to an orbit passing on average through the centre of the quadrupoles
(‘central orbit’). Tidal effects due to the combined gravitational attraction of the Sun and the Moon
cause deformations of the local Earth radius [26] and therefore also have an inuence on the accelerator
circumference. The change in the local Earth radius ∆R is related to the mass M at a distance d with a
zenith angle θ with
∆R ∝ M
d3
(3 cos2 θ − 1) . (25)
The sketch in Fig. 18 is an illustration of this deformation.
In the Geneva area the vertical motion can be as large as 25 cm peak-to-peak. This distortion
changed the circumference of LEP by about ±0.5 mm [27, 28]. The change in circumference is propor-








where λT ≈ −0.16 is a coupling parameter related to the three-dimensional elastic modulus of the
surrounding geological formations. At high tide the change in gravitational attraction in the Geneva area
reaches up to |∆g| = 1.5 µm/s2 for an average gravitational attraction of g = 9.805 m/s2.
Figure 19 shows the energy shift due to tide effects measured with resonant depolarization during a
full moon tide. The curve is a prediction from a geological model. The beam energy needs to be corrected
for the variation in energy due to tidal deformations as described by a program based on a Cartwright
TaylorEdden (CTE) model [29] with some parameters adjusted to actual gravity measurements. Besides
the periodic tidal movements, LEP was also subject to much slower long-term changes in circumference.
In the LEP running period between May and November, the ring experienced changes in circumference
of up to 2 mm, some of which were clearly correlated to rainfall and to uctuations in the height of the
19
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Fig. 18: Tidal deformation of the Earth’s crust due to the presence of the Moon. One tide bulge is formed in
the direction of the Moon and another one just opposite to it. The changes in gravity associated with the tidal
deformations ∆g are indicated for an observer at a latitude of about 45◦. The Sun tides have not been drawn. They












Fig. 19: Energy shift in LEP due to tidal effects measured with resonant depolarization during a full moon tide [27].
The curve is a prediction from a geological model.
underground water table. The changes in circumference were monitored by direct measurements of the
central frequency [30] and interpolations based on measurements of the average horizontal beam position
in the arcs of LEP (‘Xarc’) [28]. The changes in energy due to this effect were also taken into account in
the energy model of LEP.
8.2 Field measurements and railways
For short-term continuous monitoring of the changes in beam energy, measurements of the bending eld
calibrated with resonant depolarization were used. To this end, several dipoles were equipped with NMR
probes. In addition to the local eld measurements with the NMR probes, a ‘ux loop’ system was
installed in the LEP dipole magnets to measure the average bending eld. Induction coils were located
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Fig. 20: Beam energy in LEP as derived from field measurements of a single NMR probe as a function of day
time. Noisy and calm periods where no jumps occur are clearly distinguishable. The sudden jumps in the field
level are due to the so-called ‘vagabond currents’ from neighbouring railways [31].
Figure 20 shows a measurement of the dipole eld with a single NMR probe as a function of time for a
period of about fteen hours. For convenience the eld measurement has been translated into an energy.
The measurement shows calm and noisy periods. All perturbations lead to an effective rise of the dipole
eld with time. The fact that the calm period falls into the time between midnight and early morning
made a correlation with human activities likely. Indeed the NMR noise was found to be caused by so-
called vagabond currents originating from neighbouring railways (see Ref. [31] and references therein).
The left-hand plot of Fig. 21 shows a clear correlation between the NMR noise and a current owing
on the LEP beam pipe. The current arises from electrical trains passing along the GenevaBellegarde
railway line [32]. A fraction of the direct current powering the trains leaks to Earth when returning to
the generator station and this leakage current passes through the Earth and on to the LEP beam pipe.
The quiet period is a consequence of there being no trains running in the area at this time. The sketch
in Fig. 21 shows the ow pattern of the parasitic currents reconstructed from dedicated measurements.
Starting near IP1, the currents split up and ow in opposite directions toward the region between IP6
and IP7 where the Versoix river provides a good local ground connectivity. The leakage current circuit
is closed by the Swiss GenevaLausanne railway line. The leakage currents owing on the beam pipe
perturb the magnetization status of the iron by producing both short-term uctuations on the scale of a
few seconds as well as long-term eld rises with a time constant of a few hours. The observed typical
integrated eld rise is of the order of ∆B/B ≈ 10−5. The effect on the average beam energy is of the
order of 4 MeV and needs to be taken into account in the LEP energy model.
The disturbance of physics experiments by electrical trains is not exactly a new phenomenon.
In 1895, a journal article complained about disadvantages for physics institutes from electrical trains
demanding that the newly commissioned tram line in Berlin Charlottenburg be taken out of action in
order to protect the sensitive measurement devices [33].
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Fig. 21: Left: Synchronous measurements of the voltage difference between ground and train rails (top), between
the LEP beam pipe and ground (middle), and the NMR readings. The label ‘Geneva’ marks the departure of the
TGV train from Geneva central station, the label ‘Zimeysa’ indicates the passage of the train by the measuring
device [31]. Right: Diagram of CERN accelerators and surroundings. The flow of the so-called vagabond currents
is indicated. From Ref. [32].
8.3 The LEP energy model
In order to assign to each event recorded in one of the LEP experiments the true beam energy, a model
was devised that yielded the beam energy as a function of time. The LEP energy model is described by a
series of corrections to the initial dipole energy, that is the energy from continuous measurements of the





· (1 + Ctide(t)) · (1 + Corbit) · (1 + CRF(t))
· (1 + Chcorr(t)) · (1 + CQFQD(t)) .
(27)
Orders of magnitude for the corrections terms and physical cause are listed in Table 2. The rst three
terms have already been covered in the previous sections. The term CRF takes into account changes of
the RF frequency that lead to energy changes. The correction term Chcorr accounts for changes in the
integral over the magnetic eld along the closed orbit and thus in the beam energy [Eq. (23)] from the
settings of the horizontal corrector magnets. When the focusing and defocusing quadrupoles in the LEP
lattice are supplied with different excitation currents, i.e., a different optics is used than for a calibration
measurement with resonant depolarization, the resulting stray elds of the power supply cables change
the eld integral. The effect of these stray elds is accounted for by CQFQD. Both the correction for the
horizontal correctors and the correction for current differences in the vertically and horizontally focusing
quadrupoles depend on the machine optics and can cause differences of a few MeV between different





Table 2: Energy loss per turn in accelerators with different circumference and beam energy
Term Physical effect ∆E [MeV]
∆Edipole magnet temperature, parasitic currents on the vacuum chamber, etc. 10
Ctide tidal deformations (quadrupole contribution) 10
Corbit circumference changes due to rainfall / underground water table height 10
CRF RF frequency change (∼ 100 Hz) to reduce σx by increasing Jx 100
Chcorr horizontal correctors change
∮
Bds and ∆L 10
CQFQD stray elds of power supply cables 1
The nal relative error on the centre-of-mass energy determination of LEP, including uncertainties
from all necessary corrections, was found to be of the order of 10−4. This is sufciently precise so as not
to introduce a dominant uncertainty on the particle physics measurements.
9 Conclusion
For accelerator-based experiments in high-energy or nuclear physics a precise knowledge of the beam
energy is often essential. A good knowledge of the energy is also important for the understanding of
accelerator physics. Consequently a large number of methods have been devised to extract the beam
energy, either by means of dedicated measurements at the accelerator or from the careful analysis of
suitable physics processes sensitive to the interaction’s centre-of-mass energy. In principle every variable
with a dependence on the beam energy can be used for an energy calibration, although not all parameters
are equally suited.
At electron machines the beam energy can be extracted, for example, using processes with photons,
either emitted by or scattered from the beam particles. These kinds of techniques allow relative preci-
sions of the order of 10−3 to 10−4. Where applicable, resonant depolarization gives the highest precision
with relative errors of 10−6. Other methods are based on measurements of the central frequency or of
the energy loss due to synchrotron radiation to derive the beam energy. Energy calibrations relying on
position measurements are also widely used. Typical resolutions for most methods are several 10−4.
Having many methods at one’s disposal allows for cross-checks between different ways to extract
the beam energy and to understand systematic effects. Methods which can be applied parasitically dur-
ing routine operation can be used to interpolate between measurements which require a dedicated setup
but might have a higher accuracy. High-precision beam energy measurements have contributed signic-
antly to an improved understanding of many accelerators. In addition, energy calibration revealed many
unexpected insights into environmental inuences on accelerators.
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